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WEST MICHIGAN VIEWPOINT
Depending on how you read the tea leaves, the economy is either on a moon shot, up and
up, or it is heedlessly approaching the edge of a precipice, where it may totter and possibly
soon plunge into a financial abyss. Different prognosticators have differing views on the matter.
Some look at rumblings of trade wars, inflationary trends, tightening credit, the relaxing of
regulatory oversight, and a serious lack of workers and see hard times ahead, a repeat of the
debacle a decade ago. Others have a more sunny disposition, arguing, “So far, so good.” Let’s
look at the factors.
Likelihood of Being in a Recession in the Next Six Months
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The United States has arrived, as of October, at the longest economic recovery in modern times, now at 130
months since the last peak in the business cycle. (The old mark was 129 months, from July 1990 to March 2001.)
Based on the length of the recovery, some clock watchers are expecting a recession sooner or later—probably
sooner. Nevertheless, the Risk of Recession index from Moody’s Analytics—which estimates the likelihood that
the economy will be in recession in six months’ time—recently came in at a mere 10 percent (see figure above).
The unemployment rate in August for the west Michigan metro areas ranged from 2.7 to 4.1 percent. Even
with such tight labor markets, employment in the state grew at 1.4 percent from last August to this one, gaining
62,000 workers as it rose from 4.37 to 4.43 million. All of the metro areas in west Michigan added employment.
However, there are always opposing forces in the economy. Economists regularly point out that recoveries
don’t “get old,” but rather that an event or policy change triggers a recession. And there are some of those
contingencies lurking. One is the imposition of tariffs on trading partners like China and the potential retaliation
that such policies may spawn in the form of a trade war. Although the NAFTA replacement, the United States–
Mexico–Canada Agreement (USMCA), has been announced, it still hasn’t been ratified by the legislative bodies
of the signatories. And while it addresses many of the products that are regularly traded among the nations of
North America, most notably transportation equipment, it doesn’t address steel and aluminum tariffs.
Another worrisome sign is the rising cost of borrowing. Although the Fed funds rate remained relatively
unchanged (below 0.2 percent) from 2009 to 2016, a series of increases of 25 basis points has now raised the
rate to about 2 percent, all in the past two years. This has increased costs not only to businesses but also to
consumers, as it has affected rates on credit card purchases as well as major purchases such as light vehicles and
houses. And while consumer confidence is at an all-time high, that confidence has pulled back slightly.
A third problematic factor is the spending hangover that will come when the impact of the tax cuts this year
wears off. While the cuts put money in the pockets of both businesses and consumers, there is concern that it
may have overheated the economy and is contributing to the Fed rate increases. Along with increased borrowing
costs, the downside of a “hot” economy is businesses’ hampered ability to find workers.
Still, taking all these factors into account, the University of Michigan’s Research Seminar in Quantitative
Economics forecasts growth in the economy of 2.9 percent for 2018, 2.8 percent for 2019, and 2.0 percent for
2020. Meanwhile, the expansion is at 130 months and counting.
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NATIONAL ECONOMY
Commentators for months have speculated on the repercussions a trade war could have
on the still-blooming economic recovery, now approaching its 130th month. The Trump
administration has threatened to impose tariffs on economic friend and foe alike as a means to
stimulate dialogue and bring the other parties to the table to revise existing trade agreements.
Upon taking office, the administration quickly exited the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP) and
disparaged the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Besides fostering tensions
with trading partners Canada and Mexico, the United States has sparred with China over U.S.
accusations of unfair trade practices. Members of Congress and newspaper editorial page
writers alike have fretted about the possibility of protectionist trade policies being instituted
that call to mind the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act of 1930.
Employment Index from Business Cycle Peak
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What started out as tariffs on Chinese solar panels escalated to a 25 percent tariff for all nations on imported
steel and 10 percent on imported aluminum. While some of the tariffs have been aimed at “friends” like Canada,
Mexico, and the European Union, the real target has often been China, with the intention of reducing the trade
gap between the two countries. According to Moody’s Analytics, the value of the steel tariffs that have been
levied against other countries is $33.5 billion, and the value of the aluminum tariffs levied against other countries
is $17.3 billion. But with China, the stakes have been much higher: tariffs were imposed on July 6 on $34 billion in
goods, on August 23 on $16 billion in goods, and on September 24 on $200 billion in goods, totaling $250 billion
in tariffs that are in place, with another $267 billion in tariffs that are threatened.
In late August, the United States and Mexico reached a preliminary deal for an agreement revising NAFTA,
and at the beginning of October an agreement was finalized that included Canada. The new agreement jettisoned
the NAFTA moniker and instead will be called the United States–Mexico–Canada Agreement (USMCA). After
nearly nine months of news about either the coming trade war or the current trade war, the development served
to relieve qualms about the domestic economy. And there were other signals of stability:
In April, Moody’s Analytics estimated the likelihood that the U.S. economy would be in recession in six
months at 16 percent, but by August that estimate had dropped to 10 percent. The economic recovery has now
reached 130 months, surpassing the 1990-to-2001 recovery, which lasted 129 months, and making the current
recovery the longest in history (see figure above).
Another measure of health in the economy is gross domestic product (GDP). As shown in the chart opposite,
quarterly estimates of annualized GDP can look a bit like a roller coaster, but the final estimate of domestic
growth for the second quarter of 2018 was 4.2 percent. While very preliminary and highly susceptible to
changes, the Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow measure of the economy in the third quarter was 3.1 percent as of early
October. The Survey of Professional Forecasters from the Philadelphia Fed are looking at growth of 2.8 and
3.0 percent, respectively, for the third and fourth quarters—consistent with the forecast of 3.1 percent for the
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Consumer Confidence and Change in Consumer Debt
Consumer Confidence and Change in Consumer Debt
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fourth quarter made by the University of Michigan’s Research Seminar in Quantitative Economics (RSQE). The
RSQE forecast for 2018 is 2.9 percent and for 2019 is 2.8 percent.
Tariff talk aside, confidence in the economy seems to be strong for both consumers and businesses. Growth
in consumer debt, as measured by the New York Fed, has generally been trending down in 2018; however, this
is not driven by a lack of consumer confidence: both commonly watched measures of consumer confidence, one
from the Conference Board (see above) and one from the University of Michigan, showed positive changes in the
second quarter. And the small-business optimism index from the National Federation of Independent Businesses
(NFIB) broke a record in August, reaching 108.8, its highest level in the 45-year history of the index.
Finally, labor markets across the United States are tight, and companies continue to say that they are having
difficulty finding qualified workers. The national unemployment rate was 3.9 percent in the second quarter and
3.9 percent again in the third quarter. So, while everyone from pundits to farmers expressed concerns about a
looming trade war that could throw a wrench into the gears of a historic recovery, most indicators, including
GDP forecasts, consumer confidence, business confidence, and labor markets, suggest that no recession is in
sight. This perception may strengthen as more certainty is introduced by the USMCA.
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GREAT LAKES ECONOMY
The changes in access to other countries’ markets because of the imposition of tariffs on
agricultural products will likely not yield any major changes for Michigan.
Export Sales of Soybeans and Other Agricultural Products, Great Lakes States

Soybean farms
Soybean sales ($000s)
Agricultural products to China ($000s)
Other animal products to Canada ($000s)
Food manufacturing to Canada ($000s)

Illinois
34,686
5,006,587
1,448,762
1,406
1,270,290

Indiana
21,841
2,956,767
26,813
7,860
341,269

Michigan
12,039
1,092,453
190
9,030
418,464

Ohio
24,586
2,703,658
615,073
33,379
688,268

Wisconsin
17,106
879,153
21,698
73,606
998,595

SOURCE: International Trade Administration, TradeStats Express.

One component of the ongoing trade dispute between the United States and China involves the Chinese
government slapping import tariffs on soybeans. On April 2, China announced a 25 percent tariff on the
importation of soybeans from the United States, and by late May orders had been canceled and U.S. exporters
could not find any buyers in China. Meanwhile, the Council of the Great Lakes
Region expressed deep concern with the U.S. proposal (which has since gone
into effect) to impose tariffs on steel and aluminum imports, saying such
tariffs would seriously affect the region’s industrial base. But others calculate
that tariffs could have a more limited effect, because foreign
steel and aluminum are used little in production.
Michigan has less exposure to the agricultural
tariffs, at least, than other Great Lakes states.
Michigan has the fewest soybean farms and the
second-lowest sales of the region: the state
produces roughly $1 billion in soybean sales per
year, compared to over $5 billion in Illinois and
nearly $3 billion each in Indiana and Ohio (see
table and map). Furthermore, the value of
Michigan’s agricultural products of any type to
China is extremely low. Less than $200,000
worth of agricultural goods go to China from
Michigan. In Illinois, the number is
close to $1.5 billion.
The renegotiation of the
North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), now
known as the United States–
Mexico–Canada Agreement
(USMCA), includes lowering
Canada’s restrictions on the milk
it imports from the United States.
However, the data presented below
do not differentiate between types
of food manufacturing or agricultural
products. Milk is part of the “other animal
products” group, and products made with
milk are considered manufactured food. Michigan exports a relatively
small amount of animal products to Canada, so Michigan may not see
large gains from increased access to that market.
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AUTO INDUSTRY UPDATE
For most of the year, the fate of the North American Free Trade Agreement had been up
in the air, as the Trump administration lobbed verbal missiles at it and businesses expressed
nervousness about trade barriers popping up to replace NAFTA. Then, on September 30, it
was announced that Canada had agreed to join Mexico and the United States in an updated
version of the agreement with slight alterations, to be called the United States–Mexico–Canada
Agreement (USMCA). With the announcement, U.S. rms breathed a sigh of relief.
Annualized Rate of U.S. Light Vehicle Sales
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It could have gone differently: one possible path was for the multinational trade agreement to end and each
country that was party to the agreement to separately enter into bilateral agreements with the other two. The
Center for Automotive Research (CAR) in Ann Arbor attributed the success of Mexico in attracting foreign direct
investment in its nal assembly plants to having such benecial agreements with trading partners in Europe and Asia.
However, the concern over such agreements was that supply chains would be disrupted both by time and costs
if these agreements included protectionist tariffs. According to the Research Seminar in Quantitative Economics at
the University of Michigan, one possible implication for Mexico would be that it might choose to shift production,
including parts, offshore to Pacic Rim countries that import Mexican rms’ products.
The other possible outcome was to revisit NAFTA and revise the agreement. In late August, Mexico signed a
preliminary agreement, but on into the fall Canada remained a holdout as other aspects of cross-border trade,
including agricultural products, were ironed out. Then, at the end of September, Canada and the United States
arrived at a consensus and the successor to NAFTA was announced. The new agreement still needs to be ratied by
the legislators in each of the respective countries, so it is not yet a done deal.
But what the USMCA does in the interim is that it starts to introduce some certainty into markets. It should
keep supply chains in place and functioning, and it should guarantee that cross-border tariffs won’t raise the price of
vehicles. While complete details aren’t yet available, the Wall Street Journal wrote that the USMCA “overhauls the
rules for auto trade in the region to build a greater portion of a car in North America and with higher-wage workers
to avoid duties when crossing borders in the region.” However, GM just announced it would close plants in Michigan
and elsewhere and cut 14,000 North American jobs. In June, GM had slashed its prot outlook for the year, the New
York Times reported, “because tariffs were driving up production costs, raising prices even on domestic steel.”
Still, because it ensures tariffs won’t be imposed, the agreement should help keep prices of vehicles down. The
cost of light vehicles has been increasing: according to the Kelley Blue Book, the average transaction price for
all vehicles rose from $35,055 in September 2017 to $35,742 in September 2018, an increase of 2.9 percent. By
comparison, the Consumer Price Index, one common measure of ination, grew at 2.7 percent between August
2017 and August 2018. With the assurance the agreement provides, prices may settle.
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STATE OF MICHIGAN ECONOMY
Despite occasional tremors being felt from talk of tariffs, the Michigan economy keeps
chugging along. Some 4.37 million Michiganders were employed at the end of 2017, a number
expected to grow by 59,200 workers—1.2 percent—by year’s end, according to the October
forecast by the University of Michigan’s Research Seminar in Quantitative Economics (RSQE).
Monthly Unemployment Rate for Michigan
Unemployment Rate in Michigan
through
September 2018
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Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Local Area Unemployment Statistics

With the steady and prolonged state growth, it’s no surprise that employers continue to complain of the
difficulty in finding workers in this expansion. RSQE has pegged the statewide unemployment rate at 4.4 percent
for 2018 (figures above and below), which does indicate a tight labor market. And even though economists would
consider the state to be at or near full employment, many metro areas in the state are even tighter, based on
preliminary estimates. Those metropolitan statistical areas cinching their belts a couple of extra notches include
Kalamazoo-Portage (down to 3.3 percent unemployment), Grand Rapids–Wyoming (2.7 percent), Niles–Benton
Harbor (3.8 percent), and Battle Creek (3.8 percent) in west Michigan, as well as Ann Arbor (3.0 percent) and
Detroit-Warren-Livonia (4.2 percent) across the state. While light-vehicle sales, a mainstay of the economy,
slowed a bit toward the end of summer, the RSQE forecast predicts sales of 17 million units in 2018 and 16.9
million units in both 2019 and 2020—decent if not record-setting production.
Forecast Percentage Employment Change and
Unemployment Rate for 2018, Michigan and United States
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Michigan’s Share of Exports to Major Trading Partners for Various Industries

Total
Transportation equipment
Chemicals
Machinery
Computer and electronic
Electrical equipment
Fabricated metals
Primary metals

Total
($)
59,870,398,343
29,166,614,764
4,931,046,846
4,867,193,313
3,300,542,901
2,770,293,745
2,680,555,726
2,569,171,206

China
(%)
6.14
5.93
8.72
6.34
7.42
5.66
6.43
2.81

Canada
(%)
41.58
52.50
16.75
26.57
19.11
23.27
23.94
40.94

Mexico
(%)
20.89
15.95
19.02
36.44
30.44
43.14
36.65
14.14

EU
(%)
11.53
7.61
25.60
15.69
13.43
11.10
10.38
9.66

Combined
(%)
80.15
82.00
70.09
85.04
70.41
83.16
77.40
67.55

SOURCE: International Trade Administration, TradeStats Express.

One factor that could stall the economy has been the threat—and in some cases the reality—of the
administration slapping tariffs on imported goods and services. As expected, friendly trading partners such as
Canada, Mexico, and the European Union (EU), as well as those less friendly, such as China, have responded
either by imposing tariffs of their own or by threatening to impose tariffs on U.S. exports.
What could the imposing of tariffs mean to Michigan? Exporting goods and services outside the state brings
new money into the state, thus creating additional rounds of spending (called “multipliers”) by supply chains
and households, and these all combine to change the wealth curve of the state. But from a state perspective, it
doesn’t matter whether exports leaving the state go just across the border to Indiana or all the way to India—
they still have the same effect on the state economy, as long as they are of the same monetary value. The Federal
Reserve Bank of St. Louis estimates the gross state product (GSP) for Michigan in 2017 was just over $540
billion. Of that total, the share of international exports was about $60 billion, or 11 percent of GSP.
The imposition of tariffs seems to have been a catalyst to restarting trade talks, whether for trading blocks
such as the three countries included in the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the countries
of the EU, or bilaterally between the United States and countries such as China. Just how important are these
agreements to Michigan? Simply put, trade with the countries represented in NAFTA and the EU, along with
China, represents 80 percent of Michigan’s global exports (see table above).
In early October, it was announced that Canada had joined with the United States and Mexico in NAFTA’s
replacement, the United States–Mexico–Canada Agreement (USMCA). While this agreement focuses on the
production of light vehicles and their parts, it does not deal with the issues of steel and aluminum tariffs with
these partners, which has been a point of contention. That’s because the USMCA does not cover the primarymetals sector, which includes the production of both steel and aluminum. For these metals, tariffs continue to be
in force. Michigan exports $2.6 billion dollars in primary metals globally, 41 percent of that total to Canada.
While not yet ratified by all three countries, this agreement does introduce a bit more certainty into the
transportation equipment sector, which accounts for just under half of all Michigan exports. Canada acquires 42
percent of all exports in this sector, and Mexico just under 21 percent. The added sense of stability is important
to companies since, as shown in the table, with the exception of chemicals, either Canada or Mexico is the major
consumer of every listed export category from Michigan.
China and the EU are also important, although not quite as much. As shown above, China is a relatively small
consumer of products from the major sectors. The price of products, of course, will be affected by the costs of
inputs to Michigan producers. The Upjohn Institute estimates that based on an average mix of use of domestic
and imported metals, the impact of tariffs on costs to manufacturers in the state will be less than one-half of 1
percent. These estimates are consistent with cost increases estimated for Caterpillar and 3M at 0.27 percent,
Harley-Davidson at 0.53 percent, and United Technologies at 0.08 percent, as reported in the Wall Street Journal.
These agreements, whether formed as part of a trading block with another block, as an individual nation with
a block, or bilaterally, are critical to Michigan’s economic health. Led by its heavy emphasis on the automotive
industry, Michigan nevertheless boasts a diverse economy with global trading partners that demand a wide variety
of products. Trade agreements threaten to curtail that flow, so Michigan firms will be watching trade talks closely.
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BATTLE CREEK MSA
This issue of Business Outlook examines the potential effect of the tariffs announced by the Trump
administration this year on the national, state, and local economies. The effect of the tariffs may not be
fully known for years, and data are not available for imports and exports at the local level. However,
here we use employment figures and job postings in key industries to try to understand the potential
exposure that the regions of west Michigan may have to changing patterns of international trade.
Annual Employment Levels for Key Industry Sectors since 2007
200
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been on the rise for all industries except
machinery and fabricated metal, which have
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Earlier in this edition of Business Outlook we examined Michigan’s exports and tariff exposure. While
we do not have export data by metro area, we do have employment information for key industries. The
table on the next page shows location quotient (LQ) in manufacturing industries. A traditional LQ uses
the regional percentage of employment for that industry, divided by the national percentage. Values
greater than 1.0 indicate above-average employment concentration. These LQs are a slight variant, in
that they use statewide employment as the base in order to measure the region’s exposure to tariffs.
In the Battle Creek MSA, electrical equipment has by far the highest LQ, over eight times
the concentration of employment compared to the state (see table next page). Transportation
equipment—meaning auto parts in the case of the Battle Creek area—came in second. In terms of
sheer numbers, fabricated metal manufacturing is the leader, employing more than 1,800 people in
Battle Creek. Statewide, roughly 50 percent of Michigan’s exports in these three industries go to
Canada and 15 percent to Mexico. The table also shows the amount of iron, steel, and aluminum metals
consumed as a percentage of total intermediate goods by industry from a national input/output matrix.
Electrical equipment, while a relatively large share of employment in Battle Creek, spends 13 cents of
every dollar on metals that have a potential exposure to tariffs.
While we do not know the dollar amount on goods produced in the Battle Creek MSA, the table
gives a hint of the area’s relative exposure to tariffs. The new tariffs on aluminum and steel may raise
the cost of inputs, and while the United States–Mexico–Canada Agreement (USMCA) preserved most
tariff-free shipping, it does not protect against potential tariffs on aluminum and steel. The 1.6 LQ on
fabricated metals suggests the Battle Creek area could be more exposed than the state as a whole. But
whether increased costs due to tariffs on imported aluminum and steel will hamper production or the
costs will be absorbed by area firms is not yet known.
Looking at the longer-run health of these export industries in Battle Creek shows a mixed
performance. The figure above shows employment in major export-based manufacturing employment
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Battle Creek Location Quotients in Export-Based Manufacturing Industries, 2016
Iron, aluminum, and
steel, % of intermediate
goods nationally
0.00
0.26
0.21
0.08
0.03
0.18
0.04

Industry
Chemical
Primary metals
Fabricated metals
Machinery
Computer and electronic
Electrical equipment and appliances
Transportation equipment

Employment
301
328
1,840
633
12
1,212
6,495

%
0.6
0.6
3.4
1.2
0.0
2.2
12.0

Statewide LQ
0.7
1.1
1.6
0.6
0.1
8.7
2.7

NOTE: Location quotients are derived by taking the percentage of employment for that industry and dividing it by the state percentage.
SOURCE: Upjohn Institute Whole Data.

indexed to 2007. Chemical and machinery manufacturing have had the strongest growth, though they
are smaller industries in the Battle Creek area than in the state as a whole. Primary metals had been
declining unevenly but jumped in 2016. The electrical equipment and appliances sector, which has a
large concentration in the area, has been slow to recover after shedding a third of its jobs from 2008 to
2012.
The figure below shows changes in the actual number of online job postings that occurred from the
first three quarters of 2017 to the first three quarters of 2018. The size of the bubble represents the
relative amount of employment in that industry in the area. Change in the number of postings is varied
across the export industries. Transportation equipment, the largest industry, has increased the most
in number of postings, with nearly 50 more so far this year. In the industries that most heavily rely on
metal inputs—primary metal manufacturing and fabricated metal manufacturing—the change in the
number of posts is much smaller and mixed.
Rise or Fall of Job-Posting Numbers for Export-Based
Manufacturing Industries in the MSA, 2017–2018
60

Transportation, which makes up the largest
industrial sector, has also shown the
most job-posting activity since last year,
indicating possible growth.
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GRAND RAPIDS–WYOMING MSA
This issue of Business Outlook examines the potential effect of the tariffs announced by the Trump
administration this year on the national, state, and local economies. The effect of the tariffs may not be
fully known for years, and data are not available for imports and exports at the local level. However, here
we use employment figures and job postings in key industries to try to understand the potential exposure
that the regions of west Michigan may have to changing patterns of international trade.
Annual Employment Levels for Key Industry Sectors since 2007
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Earlier in this edition of Business Outlook we examined Michigan’s exports and tariff exposure. While
we do not have export data by metro area, we do have employment numbers in key industries. The table
on the next page shows the location quotient (LQ) of manufacturing industries. A traditional LQ uses the
regional percentage of employment for that industry, divided by the national percentage. Values greater
than 1.0 indicate above-average employment concentration. These LQs represent a slight variant, in that
they use the statewide employment as the base in order to measure the region’s exposure to tariffs.
It is difficult to estimate the exposure of the Grand Rapids area to the current trade disputes.
Transportation equipment is the largest major export industry in the Grand Rapids area, but as a share of
employment it is relatively small compared to the share of employment in transportation equipment for
the state as a whole. The United States–Mexico–Canada Agreement (USMCA) has not added any new
restrictions on auto parts. However, the Grand Rapids area has tens of thousands of workers employed
in major export manufacturing industries that could be affected by the steel and aluminum tariffs.
Producers of fabricated metal products, which represent over 12,500 employees and a statewide LQ of
1.2 (see table next page), may be exposed to aluminum and steel tariffs, depending on their suppliers.
Likewise, machinery manufacturing potentially uses inputs that are subject to tariffs; that sector has an
LQ of 1.4. However, the increased costs to an individual business are unknown and could be relatively
small. The table also shows the amount of iron, steel, and aluminum metals consumed as a percentage
of total intermediate goods from a national input/output matrix. Metals that have a potential exposure
to tariffs make up about 21 percent of fabricated metal producers’ materials cost but only 4 percent of
transportation equipment producers’ materials cost.
The furniture industry may help insulate the Grand Rapids area from tariffs. Furniture manufacturing
is not discussed as a major export industry, as it represents a relatively small share of Michigan’s exports,
roughly 1 percent. However, furniture has a state LQ of 4.6 and is therefore a very important industry
in the Grand Rapids area. As furniture is not a large portion of Michigan’s exports, and the furniture
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Grand Rapids–Wyoming Location Quotients in Export-Based Manufacturing Industries, 2016

Industry
Chemical
Primary metals
Fabricated metals
Machinery
Computer and electronic
Electrical equipment and appliances
Transportation equipment

Iron, aluminum, and
steel, % of intermediate
goods nationally
0.00
0.26
0.21
0.08
0.03
0.18
0.04

Employment
3,848
1,431
12,676
13,435
4,524
2,908
14,829

%
0.8
0.3
2.6
2.7
0.9
0.6
3.0

Statewide LQ
1.0
0.5
1.2
1.4
2.4
2.3
0.7

NOTE: Location quotients are derived by taking the percentage of employment for that industry and dividing it by the state percentage.
SOURCE: Upjohn Institute Whole Data.

industry’s inputs are likely low in imported materials, disruption from the tariffs should be minimal.
Since 2007, growth in export industries has been mixed. The figure on the previous page shows Grand
Rapids–Wyoming area employment in Michigan’s major export industries, indexed to 100. Electrical
equipment, fabricated metals, and machinery manufacturing are above the baseline of 100, meaning they
had more employment in 2016 than in 2007. And even though many manufacturing industries were still
below 2007 levels in 2016, the trends are positive.
The figure below shows changes in the actual number of online job postings that occurred in the
first three quarters of 2018 from the first three quarters of 2017. The size of the bubble represents the
relative amount of employment in that industry in the area. Nearly all the export industries increased
their job postings from 2017 to 2018. Chemical manufacturing saw the largest increase in job postings—
about 180—despite being a relatively smaller industry. Fabricated metal products posted slightly fewer
jobs through the first three quarters of 2018, making it the sole exception.
Rise or Fall of Job-Posting Numbers for Export-Based
Manufacturing Industries in the MSA, 2017–2018
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HOLLAND–OTTAWA COUNTY
This issue of Business Outlook examines the potential effect of the tariffs announced by the Trump
administration this year on the national, state, and local economies. The effect of the tariffs may not be
fully known for years, and data are not available for imports and exports at the local level. However,
here we use employment figures and job postings in key industries to try to understand the potential
exposure that the regions of west Michigan may have to changing patterns of international trade.
Annual Employment Levels for Key Industry Sectors since 2007
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Earlier in this edition of Business Outlook we examined Michigan’s exports and tariff exposure. While
we do not have export data by metro area, we do have employment in key industries. The table on
the next page shows location quotient (LQ) in manufacturing industries. A traditional LQ uses the
regional percentage in employment divided by the national percentage. Values greater than 1.0 indicate
above average-employment concentration. These LQs are a slight variant, in that they use the statewide
employment as the base in order to measure the region’s exposure to tariffs.
Ottawa County appears relatively insulated from the current tariffs. Fabricated metal products are
businesses that produce metal products from components and may see increased costs, depending on
their suppliers. This industry employs more than 4,500 workers in the county and has a statewide LQ
of 2.1, meaning double the amount of the state average (see table next page). The machinery industry
in Ottawa County has an LQ of 1.4, meaning employment levels are slightly above the statewide level.
This industry as well may see increased input costs. Transportation equipment had been in jeopardy
of encountering tariffs within North America, but the United States–Mexico–Canada Agreement
(USMCA) has preserved tariff-free shipping of auto parts and supplies within North America. Although
the concentration of transportation equipment workers in Ottawa County is less than for the state
as a whole, the industry is the second largest in the county and is among Michigan’s major exporters.
The table also shows the amount of iron, steel, and aluminum metals consumed as a percentage of
total intermediate goods from a national input/output matrix. Computer and electronic and electrical
equipment are relatively large employers in Holland, but their inputs are light on metals that are
exposed to tariffs.
The figure above shows employment in exporting industries in Ottawa County indexed to 100 in
2007. Following the Great Recession, which ended in mid-2009, most exporting industry employment
was below its level in 2007. Electrical equipment has posted strong growth since 2007, employs about
750 people, and is likely not exposed to tariffs under current proposals. Fabricated metal production
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Holland–Ottawa County Location Quotients in Export-Based Manufacturing Industries, 2016

Industry
Chemical
Primary metals
Fabricated metals
Machinery
Computer and electronic
Electrical equipment and appliances
Transportation equipment

Iron, aluminum, and
steel, % of intermediate
goods nationally
0.00
0.26
0.21
0.08
0.03
0.18
0.04

Employment
1,006
525
4,772
2,919
949
749
4,216

%
0.9
0.5
4.4
2.7
0.9
0.7
3.9

Statewide LQ
1.1
0.8
2.1
1.4
2.2
2.6
0.9

NOTE: Location quotients (LQs) are derived by taking the percentage of employment for that industry in the MSA and dividing it by the state
percentage for that industry.
SOURCE: Upjohn Institute Whole Data.

has increased steadily since 2010 and currently stands at 150 on the index, meaning it now has attained
50 percent more employment than it had in 2007. This industry may require materials subject to tariffs,
but we do not yet know whether growth will be hampered by increased input cost or will continue to
grow.
The figure below shows changes in the actual number of online job postings that occurred from the
first three quarters of 2017 to the first three quarters of 2018. The size of the bubble represents the
relative amount of employment for that industry in the area. Change in job postings in Ottawa County
has been mixed in the export industries, although chemical and fabricated-metal manufacturing losses
were more than balanced out by gains in transportation equipment. Primary and fabricated metals both
posted slightly fewer jobs through the third quarter of 2018.
Rise or Fall of Job-Posting Numbers for Export-Based
Manufacturing Industries in the MSA, 2017–2018
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KALAMAZOO-PORTAGE MSA
This issue of Business Outlook examines the potential effect of the tariffs announced by the Trump
administration this year on the national, state, and local economies. The effect of the tariffs may not be
fully known for years, and data are not available for imports and exports at the local level. However,
here we use employment figures and job postings in key industries to try to understand the potential
exposure that the regions of west Michigan may have to changing patterns of international trade.
Annual Employment Levels for Key Industry Sectors since 2007
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Earlier in this edition of Business Outlook we examined Michigan’s exports and tariff exposure. While
we do not have export data by metro area, we do have information on employment in key industries.
The table on the next page shows location quotient (LQ) in manufacturing industries. A traditional LQ
uses the regional percentage in employment for that industry divided by the national percentage. Values
greater than 1.0 indicate above-average employment concentration in the industry. These LQs are a
slight variant from the typical LQ, in that they use the statewide employment, not the national, as the
base in order to measure the region’s exposure to tariffs.
The Kalamazoo-Portage area shows relatively little tariff exposure. The largest LQ is 3.1 for
chemical manufacturing, which is primarily Pfizer and Zoetis pharmaceutical production (see table
at the top of next page). These products are either for domestic consumption or not subjected to
tariffs. The large presence of this industry may help to insulate the area from shocks due to the
trade disruption. The table also shows the amount of iron, steel, and aluminum metals consumed as a
percentage of total intermediate goods from a national input/output matrix. The larger employers, both
in terms of total employment and share relative to the state, are in industries that require relatively
lesser amounts of tariff-exposed metals as inputs.
However, Kalamazoo-Portage shows some tariff exposure in other areas. Local primary metal and
machinery manufacturing both have LQ’s of 1.2, slightly above the state average. These industries may
have exposure in their cost of inputs. However, the increased cost of a 10 percent tariff on imported
aluminum and 25 percent on imported steel will likely raise the cost of finished goods very little.
The figure above shows employment in select industries indexed to 100 in 2007. Only two major
exporting industries, primary metal production and machinery production, have employment higher
than it was in 2007—and for machinery production it is just barely so. Generally, export-based
industries have been trending upward since 2014 after inconsistency in the first few years following the
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Kalamazoo-Portage Location Quotients in Export-Based Manufacturing Industries, 2016

Industry
Chemical
Primary metals
Fabricated metals
Machinery
Computer and electronic
Electrical equipment and appliances
Transportation equipment

Iron, aluminum, and
steel, % of intermediate
goods nationally
0.00
0.26
0.21
0.08
0.03
0.18
0.04

Employment
3,161
847
1,799
2,731
66
5
1,538

%
2.5
0.7
1.5
2.2
0.1
0.0
1.2

Statewide LQ
3.1
1.2
0.7
1.2
0.1
0.0
0.3

NOTE: Location quotients (LQs) are derived by taking the percentage of employment for that industry in the MSA and dividing it by the state
percentage for that industry.
SOURCE: Upjohn Institute Whole Data.

end of the Great Recession. Electrical equipment has improved dramatically but is a relatively small
industry in the area. Of the four industries employing 1,000 or more people, employment in each has
risen in recent years, though some remain under 2007 employment levels.
The figure below shows changes in the actual number of online job postings that occurred in the
first three quarters of 2018 from the first three quarters of 2017. The size of the bubble represents the
relative amount of employment for that industry in the area. Change in the number of job postings in
Kalamazoo seems unrelated to any trade conflict. The chemical industry posted about 70 fewer jobs,
but it does not produce any items currently subjected to new tariffs or even under consideration for
such tariffs. Machinery manufacturing, which may use imported metals as inputs, increased by nearly
100 job postings, and this increase served to balance out the decline in chemical-manufacturing job
postings.
Rise or Fall of Job-Posting Numbers for Export-Based
Manufacturing Industries in the MSA, 2017–2018
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MUSKEGON MSA
This issue of Business Outlook examines the potential effect of the tariffs announced by the Trump
administration this year on the national, state, and local economies. The effect of the tariffs may not be
fully known for years, and data are not available for imports and exports at the local level. However,
here we use employment figures and job postings in key industries to try to understand the potential
exposure that the regions of west Michigan may have to changing patterns of international trade.
Annual Employment Levels for Key Industry Sectors since 2007
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Earlier in this edition of Business Outlook we examined Michigan’s exports and tariff exposure. While
we do not have export data by metro area, we do have employment in key industries. The table on
the next page shows the location quotient (LQ) in manufacturing industries. A traditional LQ uses the
regional percentage in employment divided by the national percentage. Values greater than 1.0 indicate
an above-average employment concentration. These LQs are a slight variant, in that they use the
statewide employment as the base in order to measure the region’s exposure to tariffs.
The Muskegon area shows potential tariff exposure in a few key areas. Primary metal production
is a major industry in the county, employing 3,400 people and having a statewide LQ of 11.4 (table
opposite page). This industry may be the beneficiary of increased costs of imported aluminum and steel
if producers make the switch to domestic suppliers. While in other areas we have been considering
the potential downsides to the aluminum and steel tariffs, Muskegon may see a net positive. Other
industries, such as transportation equipment and machinery, may see the cost of inputs rise because of
tariffs. Transportation equipment has a lower employment concentration in this MSA than in the state,
with an LQ of 0.8, but it does have nearly 2,000 workers in the area. Machinery has an LQ of 1.8 and
nearly as many workers as transportation equipment. The table also shows the amount of iron, steel,
and aluminum metals consumed as a percentage of total intermediate goods from a national input/
output matrix. The Muskegon area industries are concentrated in primary and fabricated metal—
industries that require 26 percent and 21 percent, respectively, of their input costs in tariff-exposed
metals.
Growth in export industries has been lackluster with the exception of transportation equipment.
The figure above shows 2016 employment in these industries, indexed to 100 in 2007. Transportation
equipment employment in Muskegon stood at 128 in 2016, meaning industry employment was 28
percent higher than in 2007. Machinery and chemical production are at 105 and 102, respectively, and
the other industries remain below their 2007 levels as of 2016. Primary metal manufacturing, which
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Muskegon Location Quotients in Export-Based Manufacturing Industries, 2016

Industry
Chemical
Primary metals
Fabricated metals
Machinery
Computer and electronic
Electrical equipment and appliances
Transportation equipment

Iron, aluminum, and
steel, % of intermediate
goods nationally
0.00
0.26
0.21
0.08
0.03
0.18
0.04

Employment
603
3,402
2,590
1,811
56
65
1,942

%
1.1
6.5
4.9
3.4
0.1
0.1
3.7

Statewide LQ
1.4
11.4
2.3
1.8
0.3
0.5
0.8

NOTE: Location quotients (LQs) are derived by taking the percentage of employment for that industry in the MSA and dividing it by the state
percentage for that industry.
SOURCE: Upjohn Institute Whole Data.

as discussed earlier may benefit from the protective tariffs on imported aluminum and steel, has been
relatively flat since 2007. The industry saw employment growth from 2011 through 2013 but has since
declined and remains below 2007 levels of employment.
The figure below shows changes in the actual number of online job postings that occurred from the
first three quarters of 2017 to the first three quarters of 2018. The size of the bubble represents the
relative amount of employment for that industry in the area. Job postings in several export industries
in Muskegon fell from the first three quarters of 2017 through the first three quarters of 2018. Primary
metal production employers increased postings very slightly, by fewer than five. However, we do not
know whether this increase is a response to a switch away from imported metals.
Rise or Fall of Job-Posting Numbers for Export-Based
Manufacturing Industries in the MSA, 2017–2018
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NILES–BENTON HARBOR MSA
This issue of Business Outlook examines the potential effect of the tariffs announced by the Trump
administration this year on the national, state, and local economies. The effect of the tariffs may not be
fully known for years, and data are not available for imports and exports at the local level. However,
here we use employment figures and job postings in key industries to try to understand the potential
exposure that the regions of west Michigan may have to changing patterns of international trade.
Annual Employment Levels for Key Industry Sectors since 2007
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Earlier in this edition of Business Outlook we examined Michigan’s exports and tariff exposure. While
we do not have export data by metro area, we do have numbers on employment in key industries.
The table opposite shows location quotient (LQ) in manufacturing industries. A traditional LQ uses the
regional percentage of employment for that industry, divided by the national percentage. Values greater
than 1.0 indicate above-average employment concentration. These LQs are a slight variant from that, as
they use statewide employment as the base in order to measure the region’s exposure to tariffs.
Primary metal manufacturing is the largest of the major export industries in the Niles–Benton
Harbor area, with about 1,800 employees representing 3.4 percent of the employment in the area. The
LQ is 5.9, meaning the sector has nearly six times the concentration of employment compared to the
state (table at top of next page). Primary metal manufacturing includes aluminum and steel production,
neither of which is covered in the new United States–Mexico–Canada Agreement (USMCA), which
does not restrict tariffs on aluminum and steel production. However, we do not know whether local
manufacturers will be hurt by tariffs within North America or aided by tariffs restricting imports of
metals from China. Fabricated-metal and machinery manufacturing employ roughly 1,400 workers each
and have LQs slightly over 1.0, again suggesting that manufacturing in the area potentially has exposure
to tariffs on metals, whether for production or as inputs to goods. Although it employs more than 1,200
people, transportation equipment is a relatively small portion of employment in the area, with an LQ of
0.5. The table also shows the amount of iron, steel, and aluminum metals consumed as a percentage of
total intermediate goods from a national input/output matrix. Primary metals producers form a major
employment sector in the area, and 26 percent of their material costs are in tariff-exposed metals.
Additionally, a tariff is aimed at protecting Whirlpool and other U.S. appliance manufacturers.
Specifically, a washing machine tariff was enacted earlier this year, which has caused imports to fall. In
the table on the next page, note that appliance manufacturing is very small; this stems from the data
being suppressed to avoid disclosing the employment information of individual companies. Thus, despite
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Niles–Benton Harbor Location Quotients in Export-Based Manufacturing Industries, 2016
Iron, aluminum, and
steel, % of intermediate
goods nationally
0.00
0.26
0.21
0.08
0.03
0.18
0.04

Industry
Chemical
Primary metals
Fabricated metals
Machinery
Computer and electronic
Electrical equipment and appliances
Transportation equipment

Employment
603
3,402
2,590
1,811
56
65
1,942

%
1.1
6.5
4.9
3.4
0.1
0.1
3.7

Statewide LQ
1.4
11.4
2.3
1.8
0.3
0.5
0.8

NOTE: Location quotients are derived by taking the percentage of employment for that industry and dividing it by the state percentage.
SOURCE: Upjohn Institute Whole Data.

the small employment numbers for the electrical equipment and appliances sector, Whirlpool is actually
the second-largest employer in Berrien County.
The figure on the preceding page shows employment in export-based industries in the area indexed
to 2007. Chemicals, primary metal manufacturing, and fabricated metal manufacturing are the only
three industries notably above 100—the 100 mark signifies 2007 employment equivalency. Computer
and electronic manufacturing had been relatively flat but fell slightly in 2016. However, chemical
manufacturing posted some significant gains after a prolonged rough period.
The figure below shows changes in the actual number of online job postings that occurred in the
first three quarters of 2018 from the first three quarters of 2017. The size of the bubble represents the
relative amount of employment in that industry in the area. Job postings in the major export industries
were little changed through the third quarter. With the exception of two sectors—1) electrical equipment and appliances and 2) machinery—the change in the number of job postings was in the single digits.
Rise or Fall of Job-Posting Numbers for Export-Based
Manufacturing Industries in the MSA, 2017–2018
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PURCHASING MANAGERS INDEX
Following the theme of this issue, we are looking at the response to tariffs in the survey conducted by Dr.
Brian Long of the Institute for Supply Management. The Purchasing Managers Index (top figure) has, on the
whole, shown improvement from the year before: the blue line shows the peaks and valleys of 2018 to be higher
than those in 2017. The 12-month moving average has been increasing steadily throughout the year.
This past spring, respondents to the survey who commented about the prospect of tariffs expressed concern
but adopted a “wait and see” approach. By July, Long reported that tariffs were “beginning to hurt,” though he
suggested the problems arose from the confusing language in the law and producers’ using the tariff situation to
raise prices unnecessarily. Concerns were alleviated somewhat (bottom figure) with the signing of the United
West Purchasing
Michigan Area Managers Index
West Michigan Area
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The 12-month moving average smooths
out the peaks and valleys and shows that
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SOURCE: West Michigan Purchasing Managers Index.

States–Mexico–Canada Agreement. In his most recent release, Long reports that “our survey participants are still
airing concerns about the tariff wars, but most of the attention has now been directed at China. Despite these
concerns, the overall impact of the tariffs has been fairly limited.” More specifically, Long added that “commodities
like steel are rising in price, but many steel prices are still below the lofty levels of just six years ago.”
A reccurring theme, both from Long and from survey respondents, is frustration with the uncertainty of the
trade disputes nearly as much as the price increases. One respondent said, “We’re noticing some softness in
order volumes in August and September. I’m not sure at this point if it is a trend or just uncertainty over tariffs.”
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As measured in terms of Google searches,
the residents of west Michigan displayed
a relative increase in concern at the start
of the year as the tariffs were announced.
Since then, however, the number of
searches has declined sharply and has
nearly returned to the previous year’s level
of interest. So, even though the businesses
of west Michigan continue to express
concerns about the tariffs in business
surveys, the residents of west Michigan
are returning to their previous level of
unconcern.
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